, the effect of soft handoffa on the signaling traffic in IMT-2000 networks was investigated in terms of the processing load at each physical entity and the signaling load at each signding link. In 181, a new handoff method for an IMT-2000 wireleas ayatern was proposed in which the handoff connection setup process was divided into the network connection setup and the radio contiection setup parts. The former take8 place before a handoff request by predicting Ghe next cell location of the mobile user. However, in each of the above papers, a common handoff protocol ie assumed t o exist between the current and target networks.
I. INTRODUOTION
, promise heterogeneous services to users that may roam acrow various rcgiona and networka.
Ubiquitoue roaming between systems requires that the radio xccesa system support handoff between different typecl of networks. Wandoff (or handover) management allows a call in progress to continue as the mobile terminal (MT) changes channels or moves between service areas. Since roaming users will use MTs with multiple connections that send and receive multimedia traffic with different Quality of Service (QoS) expectations, it is important to minimize the handoff delay and to accommodate MTs that may roam betwcen networks.
Handoff management has becn investigated in many papers over the past decade [4], [SI. In reccnt years, papers have hccn published that explore the problem of handoff fnor integrated personal communications services (PCS) systems. In [a], a signaling protocol for intersegment handoff in an integrated space/terrcstrial UMTS environment ~v m presented. Backward mobile-assisted handoff with signaling diversity was used for the intersegment handoff scheme, and the performance of the protocol w u Email: mdbende@&erlife.ncsc.mll 208 analyzed in terms of the service interruption time, execution signaling time, and the end-to-end signaling time. In [7] , the effect of soft handoffa on the signaling traffic in IMT-2000 networks was investigated in terms of the processing load at each physical entity and the signaling load at each signding link. In 181, a new handoff method for an IMT-2000 wireleas ayatern was proposed in which the handoff connection setup process was divided into the network connection setup and the radio contiection setup parts. The former take8 place before a handoff request by predicting Ghe next cell location of the mobile user. However, in each of the above papers, a common handoff protocol ie assumed t o exist between the current and target networks.
In this paper, a new handoff technique is introduced which supports mobility between dissimilar networks with differenti handoff protocols. In Section 11, the next generation system architecture is described, based on the concept of a boundary cell region between networks. Then in Section 111, a new inter-system handoff protocol is presented that uaes boundary ceib that allow the mobile tsrmina1 to roam into a different network, In Section IV, formulaa are derived for the additional signaling cost introduced by the protocol and the minimum boundary cell area threshold for a successful transition within prescribed time constraints, Finally, in Section V numerical results are presented, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
IT. IMT-2000 SYSTEM ARCIIITECTWRE

A . Spatem Model
Consider the next generation wireless system shown in Fig, 1 The system consiats of the first boundary ccll that the MT reaches when preparing to clroas from network 1 into network 2, ag shown in Fig. 3 
TIT, INTERSYSTEM HANDOFF PROCEDURE
'To achieve intersystem handoff using boundary cells, we have dcvelopcd a new set of sigiiding messages that must be transferred between the hounduv cell base stations in network 1 and rlctwork 2, and the network switches (SWl and SW2). The procedure is implemented in three phases:
1. Thc M T performs a handoff into an intersystem boundary cell, as shown in Figure 2 . The MT uses the handoff procedure for net-work 1.
The M T performs a format transformation while
within the boundary cell.
3. Thc reconfigured MT may handoff from the current boundary cell into a boundary cell of network 2 using the handoff procedure for network 2.
A. Ilnndofl into a Boundarg Cell
The signal flow for handoff' to a boundary cell base station ia illustratcd in BBSl scnds an aclcnowledgemcnt of the waning message to the MT (step (2)). If either ISHO-warn or the ISHO-wuw~aclc messages arc lost dnc to wireless link failures, the ISflO-warn mcssage will bc retransmitted until the acknowledgement is receivcd. Next, BBSl forwards the ISHO-warn message to S W 1 (MCHO) (step (3)). (For NCBO and MABO, the switch is aware of the information in the ISWO-warn message.) SW1 returns an intersystem laandoff wamtng acknowledgement (ISHO-warn-ack) message to BBSl (step (4)) and fiends an inters@em Inandofl reroute (ISHO-reroute) message to SW2, the switch for the djacent network 2 boundary cells (etcp (5)). SW2 acknowledges thc ISHO-reroute message (step (6)) and begins to conduct operations such as authentication, location management, encapsulation of packets, and rerouting the connection from network I to nctwork 2 (step (7)), h the meantime, the MT continues to handoff to BBSI using the standard network 1 procedures (step (8)).
Once thc handof€ i s complcte, BBSl sends a transmitter/receiuer start (TXRCVRstart) message to activate a second transmitterlrcceiver pair at tho MT using the network 2 radio characteristics (at,ep (0)). The MT can then receive and compare signals from network 1 and network 2 base stations and begin the secorid phase of the intersystem handoff procedure.
B. P o m a t Tkansfomation
The secand phaae, shown in Figure 5 , is the For- The MT then remains in the ready atate until a handoff to nctwork 2 is necessary. In the meantime, when the nctworks have established a new route for the MT'6 connections, sW1 scn& a reroute ready (REROUTE-readga) message to BBS1 (step {13)).
C. Handoff into the New System
IIandoff from a network 1 bouridary cell to a net,work 2 boundary cell aignifics thc third and find phase, and is also illustrated in Figure 5 
TV. PRIWORMANGE EVALUATION
We now calculate the a.dxlditional signaling lime introduced by the inter-aystem handof€ protocol, the minimum residoncy time requirements for each M T that rnuat pcrform ; I format transformation within the boundary cell, and the minimum boundary cell area required for a dcsired probability of successful intcr-system handoff. Wc considcr a MT which has just initiated handof[ to B D S l and focus on the timc that the MT spoiidfi within the boundary cell. Some modcling ussumptiom are made for the s&c of analytical tractability [13]. We aasume that the residency time is cxponcntially distributed, that movements of the MT are not correlated, and thai the MT's direction of travel followcl a uniform distribution on the interval [0, ZR). The MTs are assumed to be unifoimly distributed on the surface of thc boundary cell.
A. Additional Signaling Time
'I'he additiond signding time, T,, is t,hc total timc needed to transmit, and process tho messages of thc intcrsytltem handoff protocol, a? oiltlinod in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. T, is calculated in (1) by summing the signalirig himc re- where is the time spent in performing Step (i) it1 Fig, 4 and Fig. 5 , for i = 1,. .. ,16 without Step (8).
Step (8) is not included because it does not introduce additional signaling or proceasing time to the inter-syatem handoff. where ai is the transmission time, pi is the propagation time, and ~i is the processing time for the control message in Step (i).
The transmassion time, cy(, is computed by:
where bi is the size of the control message in bits, and B is the bit rate of the link on which the message is sent.
To calculate each T; in (I), we firat comider the steps that do not require retransmission. This includes Step8
(2)- (7), (Q), (12)-(f3), and (15)- (16). For these steps the signaling time is equal t o the message time:
Ti=Md i = 2 , ..., 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16 .
Note that it may happen that the control message for Step (7) may bo sent over N hops fram SW1, to a crossover switch between network 1 and network 2, to SW2. If this is the caSe, then the signaling time at Step (7), TT, is computed by: 
Let T, be the waiting time to determine that the message was Iost. The time to send a message when there are nf failures is thcn calculated:
The signaling tirne, Ti, from (6) (9) We use tha techniques in 1141 t o calculate the gum in (9) given a probability g that the wireless Iink fails. Then the signaling time, Ti, for the message3 sent on the wireless link in Steps (11, (10) and (14) ia finally determined by: The last signaling time consideration iu the format transformation time in Step (11). 2'11 is Ghe time to download new settingd to a reconfigurable MT (or the time to switch modedl in a multimode MT). It is assumed to bc a measured vdue and is used as a system input parameter.
The additional signaling time, T,, (l) , also affects the amount of time the MT must, spend within a boundary cell. If the MT leaves the boundary cell before the transformation is complete, the MT's connections will be Lost and the inter-system handoff will fail. The boundary cells must be largo enough to ensure successful format transformations for MTs that will transition into the next network. In the next section, we use T8 to determine Glie minimum boundary cell sizes that will allow an MT to avoid an inter-system handoff failure.
B, Probabilitp of later-S$rstem Handofl Failure
We now calculate the probability that the intcr-system handoff will fail due to the M T leaving thc boundary cell before the additionat signding far the system transformation can be completed. Let T be a random variablc that takes on vdues of the time to tlie next consecutive handoff after the MT's arrival into the boundary ccll, i.e., the time that the MT resides in the boundary cell. Then, the probability that the MT leaves the boundary cell before the required time, Trheg, is: r = p r o b p < T~~~J (11) Now we restrict this probability to a certain threshold, Pf .
If we assume that T is exponentially distributed, thcn (11) becomes:
where X is the arrival rate of MTs into the boundary ccll, For an MT whose direction of travel is uniform on the interval [0,2n), we find that the arrival rate, XHT, of the M T into the boundary cell is given by:
where V is the expected velocity of the Ml', L is the length of the perimeter of the boundary cell, and S is the boundary cell area [15] . If we assume the boundary cell has a hexagonal shape as shown in Fig. 3 , we may insert o-78a3-sxso-j/oM 10.00 (c) 2000 lEEE the values for the perimeter and area into (14), where each of the six sides Q€ the hexagon haa a length of 1. Then the arrival rate, X w r , becomes: The value of 1 will then be used to determine the minimum boundary cell area.
C; Minimum Boundary Cell Area length for onc side E of a hexagonal boundary cell is:
n o m (13) and (15), we find that the minimum required so that the restriction on the boundary cell area, Acell, is: 6Ea 2 > -sin(.n/3).
V. NUMERICAL RE~ULTS
To obtain vahcs for the additional signaling time, T,, (I), many system dependent parameters muat be considered in (2) and (3), including the bit rates, D , of the wireline ,and wireless links, the propagation times, p, of each link, and the processing times, 7, at thc MT, I3Ss and SW,. In addition, to obtain values for boundary Eel1 size between different tiers within a single system or between different tiers in different systems in (18) and (171, we consider the velocities, V , for the MTs according to their tier, as designated by recent LMT-2000 and UMTS proposals [GI, [l6], [17] , {18].
A . S@em Parameters
The parametcrs used to analyze the system WE listed in Table 1 . The MT, BS, and SW processing l;imes,y, the message &e b, and the number of hops, N, in (3), (2) and (5) are syatem input parmeters. Time  Table I1 shows tho additional signaling time, T,, introduced by the inter-systcrri handoff protocol and calculated by (1). T, is calcdated for the various tiers to be supported by the IMT 2000, as well as for the LOW Earth Orbit (LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellite networks. For example, consider MTB Graveling from an indoor environment (i.c.? a pic0 ccllular system) to an outdoor pedestrian cnvironment (i,e., a micro cellular aystem), According to the nssumcd system parameters given in Table I and the   numerical results in Table 11 , the MT will nccd to spend T, = 49 additional milliseconds of time in tbc boundary ccll in order to prepare for the inter-system handoff.
U. Impact of the Additional Signaling
Similarly, for an MT on a high speed train (macro cellular system) traveling into a rural area that requires LEU satellite coverage, the MT will need To = 120 additional milliseconds of timo at the system boundary in order t o be ready to handoff into tho LEO satellite system, The additional signaling time, T8 , increases the amount of time required to perform a handoff. The total intersystem handoff time is the ~u m of the additional signaling time, T8, and the nominal handoff values for each tier, TIT. For C. Impact of bound ay^ Cell Size on the Probability of late r-Sgntem Hnra do ff Failure Fig. 6 and 7 show the probability of inter-system handoff failure, Pj, for different values of the boundary cell iirca, Ace!!, as calculated in (16) and (17). (Differences in scale between the graphs should be noted,) To be prepared for handoff into the next system with a probability P f , the MT will need an area the size of ACe[l in which to perform thc inter-system handoff protocol opcrations and the format transformation before it enters the next system. The smaller the boundary cell, the less time the MT has to perform the format transformat,ion. Thus, the higher the probability of inter-system handoff faiIure, i.e., that the transformation is not completed, and the M T enter8 thc next network without the ability to communicatc in the new network. We found that, the boundary ccll thresholds are reasonable according to the tier and network type, For examplc, for the terrcstrisl network results shown in Fig. 6, a probability The transition from a satellite cell to a new network requires a much larger minimum boundary cell area, Acell, than the terrestrial macrocell and microcell tranaitione, duc to the increase in propagation time, /3, Fig. 2 
VI, CONCLUSION
This paper presented the new procedures and signaling mcssagcs that are necessary to support handoff between dissimilar tiers or networks within an IMT-2000 system. We introduced the concept of inter-syfltem boundary cells that can be used in an inter-system handoff protocol to prepare the mobile terminal for communication in thc new system. The added aignaling times introduced by the inter-aystem handoff protocol were calculated far various tiers and for various satellite networks. The extra signding time has a very large impact on the overall handoff time for picoccll arid microcell networks a6 welt as ME0 and GI30 satellite networks, due to the high bit rates at the lower terrestrial tiers and the large propagation times of the satellite networke. However, for macrocell networks and LEO satellite networks, the system transformation can be accommodated without a great increase in handoff delay over nominal values for the GSM system. The minimiim boundary cell area WBS found in terms of the probability of meeting the minimum rcaidency time required for successful system transformation. The minimum boundary cell thresholds are several orders of magnitude greal,er for the LEO sateilite network. In consideration of the increased specds and the LEO satellite cell eiee, the boundary cell remains reasonable for Bystem transformations.
